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along, and the children are not receiveing the word of God, and the people

are not being fed. The hungry sheep look up and are not fed.

Well, if that was the situion it would be bad enough. But that is

not all the situation. We have a situation in which the modernist leaders

of this organization are determined to use these organizations for purposes

utterly different from that which was ever in the minds of those who build

up these organizations. And they are now trying with very clever scheming to

mold these organizations together, into a fighting force, to introduce what

their leaders call the kingdom x of God, from which it is very differert from

any kingdom of God described in the Bible. It is the establishment of a

communist, or near commuthist society, of a society which is completely changed

from our present society, and a society in which there is a totalitarian

dictatorship which is controlling religious life, and which would make it

impossible for anything to be preached anywhere, except what these leaders

dictate. That is what they have been working for, and movigg forward or

vigorously, for these past fifty years, and they have more progress in the

last fifty years than they made in the previous 2 or 3 hundred in that direc

tion. When I first began teaching, I think two or three years after I began

teaching, I got a letter from a group in Washington connected with the Federal

Council of Churches, and it was a beautiful letter. It said there is

religious k2x broadcasting which is bringing despite and shame on the name

of Christianity, because alot of it jazzy, and hip hip hoorah sort of stuff,

it lowers the dignity of the Christan church, and here is an organizatbn

formed to try to raise the standard bf the religions broadaasts, and they

said, Here is Washington. We have a chapel with beautiful stained glads

windows, and we invite you to come in and see it, and wxxwxx see what we

are doing to raise the tone of broadcatting. And then went on in a tone very

beautiful till they got to'the end of the letter, and they mentioned that

they were hoping eventually that there would be, that they would have an

organization which would examine and cerr all religious programs before they

were put on, and that there would be legistlation passed, so that programs
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